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Spatial Science Students undertake  
Variety of Research Projects 
Final Year surveying and spatial science students provided research 
project presentations at a “mini-conference” at the end of October at 
Gardens Point Campus. The listing of project presentations and project 
descriptions is as follows. 
 
Ryan White & Lachlan Young: JIG Measurements-QUT Motorsport 
This project has provided precision measurements/ analysis of results for checking 
and comparison of the chassis construction JIG for QUT Motorsport. 
 
Jayden Wadd & Chris Leddy: North-East Exposure-Samford Precise Levelling 
This applied project investigates and compares a precise levelling network compared 
to GPS heighting results for primary geodetic control at Samford research station. 
 
Adam Kirkpatrick:  Importance of field notes in modern cadastral surveying 
The desktop research examines a number of issues and methods for evidence based 
practice. 
 
Ashley Tibbles & Benjamin Dawes: Experiments testing repeatability and precision 
of 360° Survey  Prisms. This experimental project has tested 3 survey prisms and 
reports statistical results and recommendations. 
 
Peter Stevenson & William Bray: Monitoring of Pillar Deformation at Gold Coast 
EDM calibration range. This precision survey looks at establishing an epoch Zero for 
detecting possible movements in selected concrete survey pillars at Coombabah EDM 
range. 
 
Abdul Hamid, Logulomo Joseph & Ondogo Okayo: Investigation of Deformation on 
S-V Block footbridge at QUT. This practical survey project examines vertical 
deflections and small thermal movements in composite-material pedestrian bridge and 
reports some initial findings. 
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Mateusz Oski: Experiments with PP-KIN GPS for control surveying. This practical 
survey project reports the establishing of a testing method, practical application and 
reports some experiments undertaken with Post Processed Kinematic GPS for control 
survey applications. 
 
Daniel Cook: Investigating a Regional Continuous GPS observation Geometric 
Network for Queensland. This desktop research undertakes a literature review, 
summary of other applications and explores potential future benefits. 
 
Sam Simpson & Redmond Mobbs: Southern Exposure-Samford Precise Levelling. 
This applied project investigates and compares a precise levelling network compared 
to GPS heighting results of Photo Control Marks at Samford research station- South. 
 
Daniel Nash & Andrew Schafferius: Western Exposure-Samford Precise Levelling 
This applied project investigates and compares a precise levelling network compared 
to GPS heighting results of Photo Control Marks at Samford research station- West. 
 
Leighton Johnson & Blair Malcolm: Reflectorless Measurement in Tunnel 
Construction Applications. This research project examines technology applications 
and provides some summary of managers experiences and perceived survey 
efficiencies for implementing this technology in tunnel constructions around 
Brisbane. 
 
Chris Nunan: Developing Burnside DTM model. 
This practical survey project has undertaken profiling of a peri-urban valley that has 
suffered from high-rate soil erosion and explains how the original surface profile was 
probed and co-ordinated. 
 
On the move (Again!) 
 
The Surveying/ Spatial Science group is on the move (again) in 2010 around the 
Gardens Point Campus.. The Mapping Sciences Lab is planned and set to re-locate to 
re-furbished space in level 6 of S- building in March. Academic staff offices will 
move around Easter to level 7 of S- Building. The Survey Measurement Lab currently 
on ground-floor of O- building will transition across the hallway to larger loading 
dock facility on O- building ground-floor sometime around August 2010. 
 
Congratulations to 
 Surveying Student Project 
 
Congratulations to Robert Davies for his first semester research project judged best 
tertiary student project at the recent Qld Spatial Excellence Awards. His research 
project provided a summary of gravity measurement approaches undertaken in 
Antarctica. 
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QUT Student Robert Davies with Professor Douglas Baker from School of Urban 
Development, QUT. 
 
 
 
QUT Lecturer Mr Robert Webb with Head of School of Urban Development 
Professor Stephen Kajewski, QUT. 
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